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High De�ection Couplers:
Available for C900 pipe 14” through 30” and beyond.*

Contact Us Today!: (360) 398-7700 or pvcsales@spec�t.com

Speci�ed Fittings has designed �ttings that allow even greater “in-bell” de�ection! These �ttings 
allow a total of 4° de�ection per �tting. 

This is useful for incidental 
line direction changes 
—going around a rock 
instead of through it.

Additionally, this degree of 
de�ection also allows for 
gradual changes in 
direction without the use 
of elbows. 

Following the contours of a 
cul-de-sac or roadway 
intersection is possible 
with these couplers.







* Can be made in sizes larger than 30” upon request.

 The only all-Rieber Gasket 
High Deflection Coupling!

   - Purple for reclaimed water
   - Blue for  potable water
   - Green for Sewer

C-900 OD {
Available in:



Contact Us Today!: (360) 398-7700 or pvcsales@spec�t.com

New High De�ection Couplings
Using this concept of “in-bell” de�ection Speci�ed Fittings 
has designed �ttings that allow even greater in-bell 
de�ection.  These �ttings allow a total of 4° per �tting.  This 
is useful for incidental line direction changes—going 
around a rock instead of through it, for instance.  However, 
this degree of de�ection also allows for gradual changes in 
direction without the use of elbows.  Following the contours 
of a cul-de-sac or roadway intersection is possible with 
these couplers.

At maximum de�ection (2/bell, 4/coupler), intermediate 
sections of pipe will accomplish the following o�sets:

Curvilinear Alignment
(Without bending the pipe)
During construction, it may become necessary to make very 
slight changes in direction.  When this situation is 
encountered, the clearance between the inside diameter of 
the socket and the outside diameter of the spigot may be 
utilized to accomplish curvilinear alignment without 
bending of the pipe.  

Gasket bells on standard couplings manufactured by 
Speci�ed Fittings will accommodate 3° de�ection per 
coupling.
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PIPE LENGTH (ft.)

4°

2°
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OFFSET (in.)

PIPE LENGTH (ft.)

3°

PIPE LENGTH 
5 ft.

7.5 ft.
10 ft.
20 ft.

OFFSET
3.13”
4.25”
6.25”
12.5”

PIPE LENGTH 
5 ft.

7.5 ft.
10 ft.
20 ft.

OFFSET
4.2”
6.3”
8.4”

16.8”

4°
per coupler

3°
per coupler


